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general rules and regulations - kansas corporation commission - general rules and regulations for the
conservation of crude oil and natural gas the state corporation commission of the state of kansas dwight d.
keen chairman shari feist albrecht commissioner jay scott emler commissioner conservation division 266 n.
main, suite 220 wichita, ks 67202 telephone: 316-337-6200 fax: 316-337-6211 nebraska oil and gas
conservation statute - (2) commission shall mean the nebraska oil and gas conservation commission; (3)
person shall mean any natural person, corporation, association, partnership, limited liability company,
receiver, trustee, executor, administrator, guardian, fiduciary, or other oil and gas conservation rules alberta - oil and gas conservation act oil and gas conservation rules part 1 interpretation and application title
1.010 these rules may be cited as the “oil and gas conservation rules”. ar 151/71 s1.010;89/2013 definitions
1.020(1) the terms defined in section 1 of the oil and gas conservation act have the same meaning in these
rules. requirements for oil and gas pipelines - conservation - requirements for oil and gas pipelines final
text of regulations page 1 of 8 requirements for oil and gas pipelines final text of regulations added text is
shown in underline. deleted text is shown in strikethrough. califorinia code of regulations, title 14 chapter 4.
development, regulation, and conservation of oil and gas resources subchapter 2. the wyoming oil and gas
conservation act - private rights ... - the wyoming oil and gas conservation act private rights and public
policy peter d. junger* oil and gas are very important to the state of wyoming. at the end of 1956 the state
produced nearly one barrel of oil per inhabitant per day, 300,000 barrels per day.' during that year the
petroleum industry spent kansas corporation commission oil & gas conservation ... - legal description of
lease. enter the complete legal description of the lease. the acreage that the lease covers is recorded on he oil
and gas lease or the assignment of oil and gas lease (e.g., t n/2 of 07-09s-05e). attach additional sheets of
paper if necessary. f. 2 . county. list the county in which the lease is located. g.2 . production ... conflicting
property rights between conservation easements ... - property rights between conservation easements
and oil and gas leases. in fact, the land trust alliance, one of the largest umbrella organizations for land trusts,
is still developing methods to handle these conflicting rights.7 this note will focus on both ohio’s conservation
easement law conservation easements and minerals - a. hard rock minerals, oil and gas, and other
hydrocarbons b. geothermal rights, sand and gravel, decorative rock, peat, etc. 2. especially important for
conservation land transactions are minerals that, when extracted by their owners, may destroy the surface of
the land and thereby the conservation purposes behind long-term land protection. idaho oil and gas
conservation commission - idaho oil and gas conservation commission special meeting . december 20, 2018
the special meeting of the idaho oil and gas conservation commission was held on thursday, december 20,
2018, at the state capitol, house hearing room (ew42), lower level, east wing, 700 w jefferson st., boise, idaho.
cogcc v. martinez administrative law and procedure mines ... - colorado oil and gas conservation
commission (the “commission”) properly declined to engage in rulemaking to consider a rule proposed by
respondents. respondents proposed a rule that, among other things, would have precluded the commission
from issuing any permits for the drilling of an oil and gas well “unless the oil and gas - leg - must include a
legal description of the areas where the exploration will take place. descriptions of multiple sections of stateowned land are allowed. a permit from the montana board of oil and gas conservation is also required (see oil
and gas, p. 139). rule: arm 36.25.230, et seq. 3. 20.07.02 - conservation of crude oil and natural gas in
... - page 4 idapa 20 title 07 chapter 02 20.07.02 - conservation of crude oil and natural gas in the state of
idaho. 000. legal authority. this chapter is adopted under the legal authorities of title 58, chapter 1, sections
58-104(6), 58-105, and 58-127, compulsory pooling of oil and gas interests in new mexico - compulsory
pooling of oil and gas interests in new mexico richard s. morris* in 1935, the new mexico legislature passed
the oil conservation act' to require the conservation of oil and generally to provide for the regulation of the oil
industry. although this action followed closely the pattern of legislation oil and gas conservation act alberta - oil and gas conservation act 6 (d) “allowable”, when that term is used in connection with a well,
means the amount of oil or gas a well is permitted to produce, in accordance with an order of the regulator for
this purpose, after application of any applicable penalty factor; (e) “approval holder” means the holder of an
approval granted
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